
Cooking with Unicorn Juice
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Cooking with Unicorn Juice

My Family member loves to cook. But sometimes I think she takes things a little too far. She deffinately

crossed the line when she cut off my unicorn's horn and poured out all the juice inside it. Now, I thought it was

bad when she fried my Animal 's legs, liquified my Animal 's saliva for a smoothie, clipped my

Animal 's nails for some crutons, and bottled my Animal 's fart for "an air of flavor", but this-

THIS IS TOO FAR! My poor, poor unicorn. Name of unicorn will never be the same. Now all the other

unicorns laugh at him and call him a Adjective Adjective horse. It's like a Rudolph the Reindeer

story gone wrong. I once took Name of unicorn on a walk after this incident and some Adjective

Adjective hobo asked me where I got such a Adjective donkey. It hurt Name of unicorn 's self

esteem terribly. I confronted my Family member about this and asked politely if she would consider gettin

Name of unicorn 's horn professionly glued back on. She smiled and said Name of person dear, just try

the soup I made with the unicorn juice."; Well, I did. AND IT WAS AMAZING! It tasted quite delicious. But

about an hour later, I noticed something strange. My tounge had turned a vibrant shade of Color and my

teeth were a stunning Color . Shocked, I went to splash water on my face thinking it was all a dream and

I saw that my Body part had turned an amazing hue of Color Another horrid hour passed and my

hair was a flaming Color It's terrible walking around my school with such colors! Lesson learned. Never

cook with unicorn juice.
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